This article reviews 44 operations research projects aiming to improve reproductive health services in Guatemala, conducted by the Population Council from 1988 to 2001. It documents the experience of the research programme, traces the extent to which research results are identifiable in existing programmes, and analyses factors influencing utilization.

Utilization of research results occurs as a gradual process of information sharing, where researchers influence decision-makers through a continual stream of information rather than a single set of findings. Utilization depends on leadership, collaborative planning and implementation, close monitoring, and feasible research designs, among other factors. To influence policy formulation, organizations should form enduring links among institutions and develop critical research skills among personnel who collaborate with or manage service programmes. To understand how operations research affects policy and programme change, one must consider not just individual projects, but rather the synergistic impact of multiple projects on a broad range of themes over time.
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KEY MESSAGES
- To understand how research affects policy and programme change, the synergistic impact of multiple projects on a range of themes over time must be considered.
- To influence policy formulation, research organizations should cultivate enduring links among institutions and develop critical analytical skills among personnel who collaborate with or manage service programmes.
- To maximize the utilization of results, programmes should concentrate on: (1) developing institutional capabilities to use evidence to guide programming and solve problems systematically; and (2) building inter-personal and inter-organizational relationships with those working in both the public and private sectors.

Introduction
This article draws on an *a posteriori* appraisal of 44 operations research projects conducted by the Population Council in Guatemala from 1988 to 2001. It examines the influence of research on programme improvement in reproductive health, and how the cumulative and incremental effect of the research contributed to large-scale programmatic change. The studies reviewed cover a wide range of topics, target groups, collaborating institutions and researchers.

This article does not prove a causal relationship between research and programmatic decision-making in a strict sense.
However, it provides evidence of links between research and decision making. This article will argue that, although making attribution to a single initiative may be difficult, operations research conducted in Guatemala shows evidence of the cumulative effect of a research programme on service delivery.

Utilization of results is relevant to decision-makers responsible for reproductive health programmes, to individual researchers and research institutions interested in increasing the societal impact of their research, to national and international donors interested in increasing the impact of their funding, and to the public health community interested in improving access to and quality of health services.

This article is relevant to an ongoing debate on whether to dismiss operations research in favour of an approach based on macro-level organizational change theory or systems analysis (Caldwell et al. 2002; Simmons et al. 2002). It shows that, contrary to becoming obsolete, the operations research approach to solving specific problems within managers’ control through a series of discrete, small-scale projects is particularly well suited to introducing new concepts and services and taking them to scale. Critics argue that operations research should not be done in a piecemeal fashion, with researchers jumping to do a study whenever money becomes available; that it is important to examine the health infrastructure in a particular context and develop a research strategy so that various efforts complement and build on one another. Operations research—or indeed, any research—cannot expect to produce radical changes in entire health systems, but operations research provides the evidence base for improvements essential for health systems to achieve any measure of success. We will demonstrate that the Population Council’s research programme in Guatemala combined operations research with technical assistance and capacity-building activities in a broad programme that progressed from working with a single non-governmental organization (NGO) willing to provide family planning, to collaborating with numerous, often indigenous, NGOs and district-level public sector facilities in offering an expanded constellation of services, and ultimately helping the Ministry of Health provide pre-service training to service providers.

The second section of this article explores theoretical perspectives on the relationship between research, programme improvement and policy making. In the third section, we describe the evolution of the Population Council’s research programme in Guatemala, main research topics and results achieved. The fourth section focuses on an impact evaluation of a subset of 22 projects and examines factors that facilitated or hindered the uptake of results. In the final section we present conclusions.

Theoretical perspectives on research and practice

The concept of knowledge utilization has many meanings (Weiss 1979) and continues to evolve. Social scientists from a broad range of fields have attempted to describe the role of research in the policy process, often conceiving of it as a linear process, whereby policy makers adopt evidence-based practices through a process of ‘enlightenment’ (Sundquist 1978; Weiss 1979), rational choice (such as the ‘evidence-based policy approach’, as discussed by Stone et al. 2001) or bounded rationality (following Herbert Simon). Alternatively, Lindblom (1980) views policy making as a series of steps in which policies are gradually modified in an incremental manner. Lack of use of research-based evidence is explained in terms of a ‘cultural gap’ between researchers and policy makers.

More recent literature has questioned some of the assumptions of the linear and incremental views. In their annotated bibliography of over 100 documents on the research-policy process, de Vibe et al. (2002) cite three fundamental shortcomings of earlier models: they assume ‘that research influences policy in a one-way process;… that there is a clear divide between researchers and policy-makers and….that the production of knowledge is confined to a set of specific findings’. A number of authors have written overviews of the research-policy literature or summarized international meetings on this topic in recent years (Sutton 1999; Neilson 2001; RAWOO 2001; Stone et al. 2001; Askew et al. 2002; Nutley et al. 2002; Lindquist 2003). There is a growing consensus that the relationship between research and policy is an interactive two-way process, embedded in political and social factors affecting both sides of the equation. One approach that has proven successful in incorporating research experience and results into health services, in particular reproductive health services, is operations research.

The discipline of operations research is unique in that an operations research study can be considered successful only if its results are used to improve programmes or policy, regardless of the contribution it may make to the behavioural science literature or body of knowledge. Operations research is a form of action research that has proven effective to improve health services; it continues a 30-year tradition of research aiming not only to understand better health processes, but also to improve service delivery (Seidman and Horn 1991; Foreit and Frejka 1998). It is similar to impact-oriented research in other fields such as poverty alleviation, human development, growth and livelihoods, social, political and environmental change, and communications (de Vibe et al. 2002; Court and Young 2004). The common denominator of impact-oriented research is to make better use of research-based evidence in development policy and practice to save lives, reduce poverty and improve quality of life.

This research approach involves a process of identifying programme and policy problems and then designing, testing and evaluating alternative solutions. Interventions are designed with the assumption that, if successful, they will be scaled up and institutionalized.

Published case studies of operations research projects reflect the extent to which each adheres to these steps; in addition, they often describe factors believed to facilitate or hinder utilization. A recent report of 58 operations research projects in the field of reproductive health (Marin et al. 2004) concludes that the determinants of operations research utilization can be divided into two groups: those related to the research process, and those related to individuals, organizations or the innovation itself (see also Reid 2003).

One of the research-specific determinants most often mentioned is the relevance of the research topic. Decision-makers are more likely to utilize research that reflects their own
priorities and whose recommendations are timely (Agarwal-Rogers 1977; Frenk 1992; Hegazi 1997; Solo et al. 1998; IFPRI 2001). Programme planning cycles offer researchers a window of opportunity to influence decisions; results that become available too late may no longer be relevant.

Additional research-specific factors include skills of local researchers or research institutions, perceived quality of the research, dissemination of findings, interaction and communication between researchers and decision-makers, and the nature of the recommendations. While testing an intervention on a large scale may create momentum for its adoption (Corwin and Louis 1982; Haaga and Maru 1996), in general, recommendations for incremental changes are more likely to be implemented than those that call for more sweeping changes, particularly in large public sector programmes (Koenig et al. 1991).

The second category of factors considered to influence utilization are those that are not specific to the research process but relate to organizational culture, availability of funding and continued technical assistance, and the larger social and political context. Results that are consonant with an organization’s values and mandate, or national policies, are more likely to be adopted (Haaga and Maru 1996), whereas those that are not are more likely to be resisted (Weiss and Bucuvalus 1980; Siegel and Tuckel 1985). Continued support is essential, both in terms of funding and an ongoing relationship between researchers and programme practitioners who can translate results into actionable recommendations (Davis and Howden-Chapman 1996; Solo et al. 1998; Anderson et al. 1999; Askew et al. 2001). Conversely, changes in leadership and high levels of staff turnover affect institutional memory and inhibit utilization.

One shortcoming of the literature is that it generally uses the research project as the unit of analysis, and as such is forced into adopting a linear, rational model for analysis. The Population Council’s operations research programme in Guatemala offers a different perspective: its 44 studies spread over a decade and a half allow us to examine the synergistic impact of multiple complementary studies on the evolution of reproductive health programmes and policy in Guatemala. We argue that research utilization should be a process of organizational learning, both for policy-making institutions and for service organizations. While individual research projects are rarely convincing or comprehensive enough to exercise a determining impact on policy making, accumulated research findings gradually influence decision-makers’ perceptions of both the causes of problems and the likely effects of policy interventions (Restivo and Loughlin 1987; Singer 1990). Policy makers tend to trust knowledge organizations and accept advice and recommendations of those they perceive as producing high-quality research without a political agenda.

The Population Council’s research programme in Guatemala

Background

Guatemala has a unique socio-political history that colours all aspects of contemporary life, including its reproductive health programme (Santiso-Galvez and Bertrand 2004). Seventy-five per cent of the population is rural, and roughly half of Guatemalans are ‘indigenous’ (Mayan Indians that speak one of 22 different languages).

The devastating history of civil war and violence against indigenous peoples that pervaded the rural highlands during much of the 1960s to the mid-1990s led to deeply rooted mistrust of all government initiatives and to the development of a well-organized civil society sector. In this context, many perceived contraception and family planning programmes as part of a war-connected genocide.

The Ministry of Health and the Guatemalan Social Security Institute (IGSS) have been the primary source of health care in Guatemala, but, primarily for political and religious reasons, the Guatemalan government had been reluctant to offer family planning services. Moreover, existing services did not serve the Mayan population well, either in language or style. Reproductive health services were thus not available to most women, and APROFAM (the International Planned Parenthood Federation’s affiliate) represented the primary source of reproductive services during the years when this operations research was conducted (Santiso-Galvez and Bertrand 2004).

The 1996 Peace Accords between the Guatemalan Government and the guerrillas (UN/MINUGUA) ended 35 years of civil war and established a national reconstruction plan. The Accords included health sector reform and an explicit commitment by the government to provide services to indigenous populations traditionally marginalized from them, which took form with the establishment of the Integrated Health Care System (SIAS). To address the virtual absence of access for rural populations, SIAS leveraged existing indigenous NGOs and assigned operational responsibility and funding to them. This strategy still exists as an atypical and constructive (albeit not problem-free) interaction between the government and NGOs.

In January 2000, the Ministry of Health established its first ever Reproductive Health Program to provide a normative framework for reproductive health service delivery in public hospitals and health centres.

In the following sections we describe the Population Council’s operations research programme in Guatemala and highlight results that contributed to changes in programme operations. Projects described in this section, categorized by type of research, are summaries of published documents and institutional records (see Table 1).

Operations research programme in Guatemala, 1988–2001

The strategic objective of the operations research effort was to test innovative strategies to improve reproductive health services, in particular in the Mayan highlands, through:

- Testing strategies for improving quality, access and coverage of integrated reproductive health care in the public sector;
- Partnering with the more flexible private sector to test strategies to improve its response to the needs of the Mayan population; and
- Disseminating results and institutionalizing and expanding successful strategies.
In addition, in response to the dearth of technically skilled Mayan operations researchers, the Population Council established the Mayan Fellows initiative. The programme hired Mayan professionals at middle level and higher for 2 years each, mentored and trained them in operations research, and later seconded them to NGOs working with the Population Council. Most of the Mayan graduates from this programme now work in management and supervisory roles in local and international health NGOs. Previous to this effort, very few Mayans had participated at this level in reproductive health programmes.

The Population Council’s operations research portfolio in Guatemala from 1988–2001 included the following nine types of research.

**Acceptability and accessibility research**

Guatemala’s predominantly Mayan rural population is traditional and closed; discussion of reproductive health is considered strictly personal and therefore taboo. Women and couples often exhibit fatalistic attitudes (‘God’s will’) regarding the number and spacing of their children. Family planning users generally do not admit use, even within close circles. A series of diagnostic studies was conducted to understand community and cultural barriers related to reproductive health and the results were applied to developing respectful, culturally appropriate and acceptable services.

**Diagnostic studies to assess widely held opinions**

A series of diagnostic studies explored potential barriers to the provision of reproductive health services. The results often indicated that ‘prevailing opinions’ were not necessarily true or at least were amenable to change. Two examples follow.

- ‘Indigenous populations are not interested in knowing about or practicing family planning’
- ‘Mayan men have low reproductive health knowledge and oppose the use of contraceptive methods by their wives’

A study conducted with the Guatemalan Association for Sexual Education (AGES) documented latent demand for family planning services offered in a manner acceptable to Mayan couples and determined that indigenous couples were quite interested in family planning, particularly in the use of natural methods. Based on these results, AGES developed educational programmes for Mayan couples, by training bilingual school teachers to educate parents in the classroom in evening hours. A 2001 follow-up assessment of operations research projects in Guatemala—discussed in more detail below—found AGES still active in this effort 3 years after project completion, though funding cuts later caused a reduction in programme activity (Bertrand and Marin 2001).

**Intervention studies to improve APROFAM’s community-based systems**

Men were perceived to be a barrier to couples’ use of family planning. Using results from the above diagnostic studies, APROFAM tested alternative approaches for reaching men with

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substantive focus</th>
<th>Diagnostic and technical assistance</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Dissemination and institutionalization</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility and acceptability</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community promotion</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child health</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information, education and communication</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring and supervision</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service organization</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO strengthening</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical competence</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contraceptive method choices</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service integration</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (postpartum/postabortion; sex education)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>11</strong></td>
<td><strong>30</strong></td>
<td><strong>3</strong></td>
<td><strong>44</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Diagnostic research aims to better understand the cultural context for service delivery as a precursor for improving services; technical assistance relates to efforts to build local technical capacity (e.g. training) or to provide ongoing support in technical areas (e.g. developing the NGO network). Intervention refers to the testing of one or more alternative strategies designed to improve quality, access or coverage. Dissemination and institutionalization involve efforts to make research findings more widely known and to encourage utilization of the findings.

---

**Table 1** Population Council studies in Guatemala, by type and substantive focus: 1988 to 2001

**Type of study**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substantive focus</th>
<th>Diagnostic and technical assistance</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Dissemination and institutionalization</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility and acceptability</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community promotion</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child health</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information, education and communication</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring and supervision</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service organization</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO strengthening</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical competence</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contraceptive method choices</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service integration</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (postpartum/postabortion; sex education)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>11</strong></td>
<td><strong>30</strong></td>
<td><strong>3</strong></td>
<td><strong>44</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

A study conducted with the Guatemalan Association for Sexual Education (AGES) documented latent demand for family planning services offered in a manner acceptable to Mayan couples and determined that indigenous couples were quite interested in family planning, particularly in the use of natural methods. Based on these results, AGES developed educational programmes for Mayan couples, by training bilingual school teachers to educate parents in the classroom in evening hours. A 2001 follow-up assessment of operations research projects in Guatemala—discussed in more detail below—found AGES still active in this effort 3 years after project completion, though funding cuts later caused a reduction in programme activity (Bertrand and Marin 2001).

---

- ‘Mayan men have low reproductive health knowledge and oppose the use of contraceptive methods by their wives’

A study of health beliefs and attitudes among men in the highland Department of El Quiché (Pineda et al. 1995), and another among contraceptive users and non-users in Quetzaltenango (Méndez-Dominguez 1995), confirmed that men had very low knowledge of contraception but were interested in learning how to plan their families.

An anthropological study of cultural norms and symbols of the Mayan fertility and reproduction cosmovision determined that reproductive health services were not acceptable to most Mayans in the form offered at that time. It recommended that reproductive health programmes take into account the indigenous culture and lifestyle (Mendez-Dominguez 1995).

---

**Intervention studies to improve APROFAM’s community-based systems**

Men were perceived to be a barrier to couples’ use of family planning. Using results from the above diagnostic studies, APROFAM tested alternative approaches for reaching men with
reproductive health education in El Quiché province (Fernandez et al. 1997a). This study showed that self-standing health education talks were not effective in reaching men, but that men were willing to learn about reproductive health when attending recreational and athletic events. APROFAM initiated a community-based programme to include these types of activities to attract men.

APROFAM experimented with different means of reaching its target audience. Specifically, APROFAM tested alternative on-the-job versus clinic-based training for its community health promoters. The latter proved to be more expensive but more effective in increasing referrals for long-term methods to APROFAM clinics (Figueroa et al. 1998). In addition, APROFAM compared two approaches for conducting household visits (Figueroa et al. 2001). In one, promoters conducting house visits encouraged the women to discuss family planning with their husbands and, if desired, they could ask the promoter to return to speak with both about spacing methods. In the other approach, promoters discussed family planning methods in the context of prevalent health problems. The first proved more effective in encouraging couples to purchase contraceptives during the promoter's re-visit, and the promoter's presence appeared to facilitate spousal discussions and prompt decision-making on contraceptive initiation.

Efforts to incorporate family planning and reproductive health into non-health NGO programmes

It is estimated that over 1 million Guatemalans—mostly Mayans from the Western highlands—either live on or seasonally migrate yearly to coffee and sugar plantations on the Pacific coast. Vernon and Schenkel (1992) studied self-financed family planning services for migrant and resident farm workers in rural coffee fincas (large landholdings), finding an unmet demand for reproductive health services. They showed that services could be provided on-site by trained health promoters, with referrals for clinical methods to APROFAM. A 2001 evaluation of the portfolio of operations research in Guatemala, discussed in more detail below (Bertrand and Marin 2001), confirmed that reproductive health services, particularly counselling, continued to be offered at finca health posts several years later, although personnel working in the programme did not necessarily link the existence of these services to the earlier operations research study.

An attempt to incorporate reproductive health service delivery into an indigenous NGO working in non-health development areas via links with APROFAM's community programme failed due to deep-felt distrust from the participating women's groups (Escalante et al. 1996). However, this project provided valuable lessons for later attempts to strengthen the capacity of NGOs to provide reproductive health services. The pioneer project suggested strategies for improving inter-NGO collaboration and identified the ideal community worker profile.

Public-private sector collaboration and service organization

Until the mid-1990s, the public and private health sectors in Guatemala were separate and often antagonistic. Due to historical distrust between indigenous and non-indigenous, or ladino, populations, few NGOs were willing to collaborate with the predominantly ladino APROFAM and Ministry of Health providers. Several studies tested alternative mechanisms of collaboration among NGOs and between NGOs and the public sector.

Research on service delivery resulted in extensive re-engineering of services in public (Burkhart and Solórzano 1999; Solórzano and Burkhart 1999) and private (Figueroa et al. 1997) settings. Studies showed that when public service providers were empowered to identify problems and develop feasible solutions, medical and non-medical health centre personnel were willing to work harder to improve quality; moreover, provider and client satisfaction increased. The 2001 follow-up evaluation of operations research in Guatemala found that additional health centres and at least one other health area (Sololá) subsequently adopted this methodology.

Research into action: the NGO Strengthening Project

The NGO Strengthening Project, initiated in 1997, was developed to respond to the considerable unmet need for reproductive health services among rural indigenous populations and underutilized resources in NGOs interested in satisfying the health needs of the population. The NGO Strengthening Project proposed to test: (1) whether NGOs working with Mayan populations could be technically strengthened to provide accessible, acceptable and quality reproductive and child health services in the highlands, and (2) whether these NGOs could be strengthened managerially to ensure the sustainability of their reproductive health programmes.

Several NGOs interested in participating were identified from a database developed during 1994–96. Challenges during the first year included establishing working relationships and building trust with partner NGOs, training them to conduct a baseline survey, developing tools and materials, training trainers in this large group of diverse NGOs with virtually no experience working in the field of reproductive and child health (RCH), and strengthening capacity to deliver these services. Though NGO administrators were enthusiastic, a subsequent training needs assessment and situation analysis indicated large deficiencies in the capacity of these NGOs to integrate family planning/reproductive health services into their ongoing programmes.

In 2001, the NGO Strengthening Project conducted an end-of-project assessment among nine NGOs, in addition to a population-based impact evaluation of four NGOs, using a standardized questionnaire applied to mothers of children under 2 years of age. One of the most dramatic findings was the increased use of birth spacing methods, most notably injectables, which tripled during the project period. Prenatal, birthing and postpartum care also improved during project implementation: the percentage of pregnant women seeking prenatal care and receiving tetanus toxoid vaccines increased significantly; furthermore, the proportion of women delivering with trained attendants skilled in normal deliveries and obstetric emergency management increased, representing an important shift away from the use of traditional birth attendants (TBAs).

Research to improve provider technical competence

Certain Ministry of Health service providers had never received focused training on reproductive health, were practising ad-hoc
rather than evidence-based medicine, and needed upgrading. Public service managers were anxious to correct this deficiency and requested assistance from the Population Council. Together they trained over 1500 service providers in contraceptive technology and integrated maternal and child health (MCH). In the process, they established close ties with district and area level providers throughout the Guatemalan highlands (Burkhart et al. 1999a). An evaluation 18 months after the training demonstrated that providers trained in integrated services continued to practice what they had learned, an important achievement in skill maintenance after training.

To ensure that providers would be trained pre-service, the Population Council tested innovative distance education methodologies in a school for auxiliary and professional nurses (Arriaga et al. 1999). As a result of positive outcomes, the distance education course was institutionalized within the Guatemalan highlands (Burkhart et al. 1999a). An evaluation 18 months after the training demonstrated that providers trained in integrated services continued to practice what they had learned, an important achievement in skill maintenance after training.

To enable programme managers at a local level to offer quality reproductive health and family planning services in an efficient manner, Health District teams of providers participated in distance education, resulting in improved provider knowledge and skills, and subsequently in the following quality improvements (Brambila et al. 2001):

- Reduction in client waiting times and unnecessary contacts with administrative and support personnel;
- More efficient and effective client-provider exchanges;
- Provision of more complete, individually tailored services;
- Improved access to reproductive health services for women attending health facilities for other reasons; and
- Increased response to women’s contraceptive needs.

Relevance to increase appropriate contraceptive choices

For many years, the Government of Guatemala actively opposed family planning (Santiso-Galvez and Bertrand 2004) and restricted the range of contraceptives available to only two or three methods. Culturally preferred contraceptive methods such as injectables were not available. Accurate information about natural methods such as periodic abstinence was conspicuously absent, especially at the community level.

Beginning in 1997, the Population Council supported several initiatives to improve access to a wider range of contraceptive choices, including:

- Provision of injectables at the community level as well as in clinics (Fernandez et al. 1997b);
- Expansion of the use of a necklace as a memory aid for fertility awareness-based methods, introduced in Guatemala in 1988 (Vernon and Schenkel 1992) and reintroduced 10 years later (Mazariegos et al. 1999);
- Introduction of NORPLANT (Taracena et al. 2001a) and emergency contraception (Taracena et al. 2001b); and
- Introduction of emergency contraception for rape victims: the Population Council trained personnel of the judiciary in basic information on emergency contraception and developed educational materials for distribution to women in rape cases.

As shown in Table 2, between 1987 and 2002, total contraceptive use increased from 23.2 to 43.3%; use of modern methods nearly doubled to 34.4% (MSPAS et al. 2002). Use of the injectable increased from 0.1 to 9.0% and use of periodic abstinence increased from 2.8 to 6.3%. During 2001, NORPLANT use, at 14%, was second only to the injectable at IGSS and APROFAM.

The Population Council and its partners were key in the introduction and initial training related to the above methods, but do not claim sole responsibility for advances in contraceptive use. Other contributing factors include improved procurement, growing consolidation of public and private reproductive health programmes, and political, social and cultural changes (see Santiso-Galvez and Bertrand 2004 for a

Table 2. Contraceptive prevalence rate and method mix, Guatemala, 1987-2002

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of women currently in union using a contraceptive method</th>
<th>1987</th>
<th>1995</th>
<th>1998/99</th>
<th>2002</th>
<th>Five year change (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td>+20.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>52.3</td>
<td>56.7</td>
<td>+13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rural</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>+20.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male sterilization</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>+6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female sterilization</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>+0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injectables</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>−0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Condom</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>+0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern methods</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>+15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhythm</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>+3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdrawal</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>+1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other traditional and folk</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>+0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

complete discussion). Improvement may be due to a synergism of all the above and other factors rather than to a single factor or actor. In asserting that the Population Council contributed to these increases in contraceptive prevalence rate, we are limited to employing the concept of plausible attribution, which requires that: (1) the change in service delivery takes place after the intervention, and (2) the noted change is consistent with the results and recommendations of the operations research studies.

Research on missed opportunities in service integration

Traditionally, most family planning services were not located at a reasonable geographic distance for rural Guatemalan women. Providers were neither able to communicate in the local language nor trained in counselling techniques, and their knowledge and skills needed updating. Despite a significant unmet need for family planning, diagnostic studies revealed scarce demand for existing services and ineffective and costly vertical programmes (Brambila and Solórzano 1995; Vernon et al. 1997). They also showed many missed opportunities for providing services to women who attended health facilities for other reasons (e.g. seeking care for a child). Women generally received only the service they requested and left with unmet reproductive health needs.

To solve these problems, the Population Council and the Ministry of Health introduced and tested the use of an algorithm to systematically identify unmet needs and offer appropriate reproductive health services during the same clinic visit. They tested the job aid in a small number of public clinics (Vernon et al. 1997). In the last 9 months of 1996, the clinics using the algorithm had an increase of 124% new family planning clients, compared with an increase of 21% in control group facilities. Control group clinics experienced a 64% decrease in couple years of protection (CYP, a widely used indicator to monitor family planning programmes) while experimental group clinics increased CYP by 41%. The introduction of injectables in the intervention clinics accounted for a large part of these increases. The changes observed in other reproductive health services covered by the algorithm (prenatal, post-natal and well baby care) were not as consistent as those observed for family planning.

The above results demonstrating the benefits of a simple job aid to identify unmet needs and reduce missed opportunities were used to implement the strategy at the national level by the Ministry of Health (Solórzano and Burkhart 1998; Burkhart et al. 1999b).

Evidence of utilization of results

Follow-up assessment conducted by Tulane University

In April-May 2001, two researchers from Tulane University conducted a review of operations research activities completed by the Population Council under various funding cycles from 1988 to 2001 (Bertrand and Marin 2001). The purpose of the follow-up was two-fold: to assess process and to evaluate ‘impact’ (the extent to which change occurred following the dissemination of the operations research). The evaluation team relied on three primary sources of data: key informant interviews, document review, and site visits to health centres and NGOs that were implementing operations research interventions. Based on this information, the Tulane team scored each of 22 projects on 25 process and impact indicators. Process indicators assessed participation by partner organizations, barriers to research implementation, acceptability to local stakeholders, research quality and dissemination. Impact indicators assessed the extent to which the study contributed to programme improvement, policy change or increased funding, or was scaled up or replicated.

The researchers based their selection of impact indicators in large part on their own field-level experience of what can occur in-country as a result of an operations research project. The researchers assigned one of three possible scores (1, 2, 3) to rate the potential or expected impact of each intervention. The Appendix shows a complete listing of indicators used.

As mentioned earlier, operations research is successful to the extent that it triggers change in policy or in the provision of services. This follow-up assessment by Tulane researchers represents one of the few systematic attempts to track the extent of changes following the conduct and dissemination of operations research studies on a number of pre-established outcomes. According to evaluation results, in 13 of 20 studies the intervention under study proved effective in bringing about improved results. Four of the studies yielded mixed results, and three interventions were judged not effective. In 14 of the 20 studies, the implementing agency acted on the results, continuing the intervention if successful or abandoning it if ineffective. Successful interventions were scaled up within the same organization in 9 of 17 projects; the intervention was introduced in other facilities or health districts, or expanded at the original site, for example by training additional staff to offer improved services to more clients. Another in-country organization adopted successful interventions in 5 of 17 projects. Indeed, two USAID-funded projects in Guatemala—Calidad en Salud and the NGO Strengthening Project—were expected to build on the lessons learned and materials and tools developed within operations research projects. Research findings did not generate substantial new funding to sustain or expand successful interventions, and project activities were seldom replicated in other countries (presumably because this was not a priority activity, nor were funds dedicated to doing so). However, the evaluation concludes that a number of studies did lead to policy changes, primarily at the programme level.

Facilitating factors for research implementation and utilization of results

Many of the factors identified in the Tulane report as most important in conducting successful operations research activities and scaling them up are consistent with those identified by Simmons et al. (2002) and others in the literature on research utilization and scaling up. Characteristics considered to contribute to successful utilization are the following.

Charismatic leadership: often described as a ‘champion’, a person from either the research or implementing organization who is passionate about the project inspires others and works tirelessly to achieve a desired outcome. Some activities require
long periods of advocacy before stakeholders come to an agreement on a study proposal, while others deal with controversial topics and require the support of hesitant policy makers. Beyond simply being an advocate, the ‘charismatic leader’ can inspire the trust of these individuals to take risks and try unconventional solutions in the context of operations research.

**Collaborative planning and intervention design:** the intervention should respond to a perceived need of the implementing organization and the solution should be feasible in the long term, both of which are most likely when the organization in question participates in planning the study.

**Continued involvement and close monitoring and supervision of the intervention by the research group:** this helps to maintain a high quality of services provided as well as to ensure that the intervention is being applied consistently and according to plan, facilitating replication.

**Simple, easy to use materials:** for many people, using job aids is a difficult change when practices are established. The more user-friendly and simple the materials, the more likely they are to be adopted.

**A feasible design:** the intervention (change) must be within the capabilities of project staff and not cause an undue burden on the organization.

**A good match between the intervention and the implementing organization:** the intervention should be consistent with the values, goals and culture of the organization.

**Compelling results:** observable improvements are communicated immediately and comprehensively to programme managers and policy makers.

**Provider motivation:** providers and others directly implementing the intervention must want to maintain the short-term changes introduced during the research project (e.g. because the increased quality of care or client-provider interaction gives them greater job satisfaction).

**Continuing technical assistance** and institutional support beyond the end of the project help the transition from an intensive small-scale activity to business-as-usual on a larger scale, and can be gradually phased out as organizations gain more experience and become more self-sufficient and independent.

**Fortuitous timing:** results become available at the correct time in the decision-making cycle (sometimes described as a ‘policy window’ or ‘window of opportunity’) or have the right idea at the right time in terms of community demand for change (Bertrand and Marin 2001).

**Challenges for research implementation and utilization of results**

The Tulane assessment revealed two general areas that, if improved, could increase the perceived quality of study results and participation by the end user, both of which are generally acknowledged as important for achieving utilization. First, several studies had too many objectives (making it difficult to fully achieve them) or inappropriate objectives (that described activities to be carried out, not results to be achieved). Secondly, most organizations did not build sufficient technical capacity to enable them to conduct subsequent operations research projects without substantial external technical assistance. The following observation emerged from the evaluation:

‘(t)his finding underscores a dilemma for the Population Council: on one hand, they want to foster maximum skills-building and ownership of results in the implementing agencies; on the other, they are responsible to the donor agency for ensuring quality control at each phase of the research process. As such, they often ‘step in’ to ensure a quality product, but in doing so they may defeat their own efforts at capacity building.’ (Bertrand and Marin 2001)

The field experience of the Population Council in Guatemala and the Tulane assessment point to two main areas where a programme should concentrate its efforts to maximize the utilization of results: (1) building and maintaining inter-personal and inter-organizational relationships with those working in both the public and private sectors, and (2) developing the skills and ability of individuals to solve problems systematically, using evidence to guide programming. In Guatemala, the Population Council made both of these important parts of its work, which we believe was largely responsible for many of the changes in access to and quality of reproductive health services over the past decade and a half.

Institutional relationships always begin as inter-personal relationships between individuals from collaborating organizations; if based on common organizational goals, they can expand and endure beyond the tenure of these individuals. One problem many researchers in Latin America face is that no sooner do they develop a rapport with someone in the position to make the desired changes than that person is replaced. This is particularly true in the public sector, where staff may turn over multiple times in the life of a single research project. Researchers change as well: in the 9 years that the Population Council had a Guatemala office, the director changed three times. Forming strong institutional relationships can minimize the negative impact of such changes. As research and programme partners work together, they gain trust in one another, a trust based on greater understanding of each other’s goals, values and operational practices. Without this trust, even the most rigorous, conclusive study would have difficulty attracting the attention of decision-makers, much less convincing them to act.

The projects discussed in this article were collaborative and inter-institutional. The Population Council partnered with key reproductive health service providers (Ministry of Health, APROFAM, IGSS) on numerous projects, and, on many others, with members of the NGO network it supported under the Cooperative Agreement, educational institutions and other branches of government. While staff turnover remains high, the Guatemalan reproductive health community has had the good fortune that people leaving one of these partner organizations often move to another.

**Conclusions**

The operations research portfolio in Guatemala reflected a long-term vision but responded to practical issues that emerged over time. Diagnostic studies had an important role in identifying
programmatic problems and feasible solutions. In several instances, interventions built the momentum necessary for governmental and private organizations to decide to scale-up evidence-based best practices. Through incremental interventions, the Population Council research achieved a demonstrable cumulative impact in several programme areas. The process of project development, implementation and extension was often iterative: for example, diagnostic studies needed to be widely disseminated before service organizations became interested in reproductive health service provision. Often, reluctant public sector officers became interested in programmatic interventions after project results were successfully disseminated.

International experts embracing a structural perspective to research utilization generally assume it is possible to establish a ‘master plan’—a set progression or list of priority activities to be followed to improve the health sector in a systematic manner. They draw strategic maps outlining the expected ways to achieve structural change along a rational process of sector reform.

However, the experience of the Population Council in Guatemala suggests an alternative path. Rarely do knowledge organizations know where all the key problems or solutions lie, and seldom do service delivery organizations change service delivery practices without considerable deliberation. Moreover, research often reaches dead ends that force both researchers and programme managers to reconsider and change paths. Thus, the strategy of the Population Council consisted of conducting a sequence of operations research projects that built on each other, moving from diagnostic research to better understand the cultural context for reproductive health service delivery in Guatemala (especially among the Mayan population) to the testing of interventions on a small scale that—where successful—could be scaled up.

Such a strategy must be flexible. Where the research shows an approach to be ineffective, researchers and practitioners must review the evidence and develop alternatives. Where unforeseen opportunities arise, researchers and practitioners must remain open to taking advantage of them rather than rigidly adhering to some ‘master plan’. No study, single-handedly, created widespread change. Rather, the cumulative effect of the research provided practitioners with a body of evidence in support of needed change, and it provided the time needed to build a trusting, collaborative relationship between researchers and practitioners. Specifically, it created an environment for evidence-based decision-making.

Context is also an important factor. It is relatively easy to work on a large scale with national programmes if the government is supportive and committed. However, where the government is less enthusiastic, it is necessary to start with interested persons and organizations. Official recognition, as in the case of Guatemala, may come only after several years of a sustained effort involving multiple researchers and actors.

The experience of the Population Council in Guatemala was somewhat unique, in that it entailed a long-term, problem-based strategy that allowed for multiple reinforcing research studies to build influence over time. Rarely do university researchers enjoy this luxury, unless they are successful at obtaining funding for recurrent cycles of their research, such as has been the case in the Matlab and Extension projects in Bangladesh, and the Navrongo and Community-based Health Planning and Services (CHPS) projects in Ghana. These geographical areas have served as field laboratories for reproductive health operations research projects conducted over multiple decades (since 1978 and 1988 in the two sites, respectively) and both were financed by multiple international donors. These two experimental mega-projects have had a profound impact on national health policy, donor priorities and public health action.

The Guatemala experience reinforces the value of programmatic research that runs over an extended period of time in order for it to have the desired effect on programmes. This experience benefited from several 5-year cycles of funding, which allowed for the accumulation of evidence in addition to the development of collaborative ties between researchers and practitioners, which ultimately resulted in changes to the service delivery environment.
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Endnotes

1 The Tulane team had previously developed the assessment methodology through a process where they reviewed literature reviews available at the time the research was conducted and interviewed many practitioners in the field to determine what made the difference between successful and unsuccessful projects in terms of implementation. Based on these discussions, the research team developed a set of process indicators.

2 The denominators in this section vary, depending on the number of studies that were applicable to the question. For example, some questions on impact were valid for all 22 studies, whereas others were relevant only for the 17 studies in which the intervention was effective and continued after the study.
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Appendix

Indicators for assessing the process and impact of operations research (OR)

I. Process Indicators

P-1: Did the implementing/collaborating organization(s) actively participate in the design of the OR project?

P-2: Did the implementing/collaborating organization(s) actively participate in the implementation of the OR project?

P-3: Did the implementing/collaborating organization(s) participate in developing programmatic recommendations?

P-4: Did the study accomplish its research objectives?

P-5: Was the intervention implemented as planned (or with some modifications)?

P-6: Was the study completed without delays (or other adjustments to the timeline) that would compromise the validity of the research design?

P-7: Was continuity in key personnel maintained over the life of the OR project?

P-8: Was the study design methodologically sound (free of flaws that could have affected the final results)?

P-9: Was the research design feasible in the local context?

P-10: Did the implementing/collaborating organizations judge the OR technical assistance to be useful and provided in a collegial manner?

P-11: Were results of the OR study judged to be credible/valid in the local context?

P-12: Was the research relevant for the national programme?

P-13: Were the results disseminated to key audiences, including policy makers, programme managers, service providers, and donors?

P-14: Are the results readily available in written form?

II. Impact Indicators

I-1: Did the results indicate that the intervention was effective (i.e. that it improved service delivery in areas identified by the OR study)?

I-2: Did the implementing/collaborating organization(s) ‘act on’ the results (i.e. continue to implement the activities tested in the OR study after its completion if effective or not implement/discontinue this activity if ineffective)?

I-3: (If the intervention was effective and continued after the study) Were the activities tested under the intervention still observable 24 months post-implementation?

I-4: If the intervention was effective and continued after the study, was the intervention scaled up by the original implementing/collaborating organization in the same country?

I-5: If the intervention was effective and continued after the study, was the intervention adopted by another organization within the same country?

I-6: Was the intervention replicated in another country?

I-7: Was there a change in policy that can be linked to the OR project?

I-8: Did the implementing/collaborating organization conduct subsequent OR studies?

I-9: Did the implementing/collaborating organization conduct subsequent OR studies without the Population Council?

I-10: Did the original donor fund new programme activities based on the results of the OR study?

I-11: Did other donors provide new or expanded funding based on results of the OR study?
III. Contextual Factors
C-1: Were there other factors (not mentioned above) that facilitated the conduct of the research project?
C-2: Were there other factors (not mentioned above) that facilitated the utilization of results from this OR project?
C-3: Were there other factors (not mentioned above) that hindered the conduct of the research project?
C-4: Were there other factors (not mentioned above) that hindered the utilization of results from this OR project?
C-5: Did USAID use the data from the OR study for a specific purpose? (Explain)
C-6: Did the study include an assessment of the costs of the intervention?